
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Consumers are in need of reassurance
•• Reliability is critical to securing brand loyalty

Despite the many songs that have been written about one’s love for a
particular truck or car, when it comes to auto brands, consumers aren’t feeling
strong emotional ties to any OEM (original equipment manufacturer). Nearly
45% of consumers aren’t repurchasing their vehicles from the same auto brand.
Instead, they’re hopping from brand to brand in the hopes of a reliable vehicle
that comes from an automaker who understands their needs while providing
the transparency they’ve been asking for.
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"Consumer loyalty is prevalent
in other industries, whether it’s
consumers shelling out $500
for a Dyson vacuum or the
diehards that only shop at
Trader Joe’s. Consumer
loyalty, while not always
obvious, is still alive and well
for some brands."
- Hannah Keshishian,
Automotive Analyst
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• US auto sales decline in 2019
• Consumer confidence in the US economy is shaky

• 2019 auto sales end on a decline
Figure 1: Total US unit sales and forecast of new cars, 2014-24

• Auto tariffs continue to potentially affect auto prices
• Consumers are feeling confident in the US economy

Figure 2: Consumer sentiment index, November
2010-November 2019

• Consumers’ disposable income continues to shrink
Figure 3: disposable personal income, November 2019

• Trader Joe’s transforms loyal customers into brand
advocates

• Ford and GM’s withdrawal from the sedan market came at
a great cost

• Tipping point: what does the future of automotive loyalty
look like?

• Can consumers be loyal to…..a pet supply company?
• How Lululemon got people amped about yoga pants
• Trader Joe’s transforms loyal customers into brand

advocates
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• Ford and Chevy push car buyers into the arms of other
sedan OEMs

• In an effort to meet consumer needs, automakers are
decontenting vehicles and it’s not likely to work

• Is the automotive market exempt from the changing
landscape of consumer loyalty?

• Trust
• Transparency
• Understanding
• Reliability

• Repurchasing from the same brand is a rarity
• Reliability is critical to securing repeat purchases
• Consumers don’t know if automakers care about loyalty
• Consumers have a desire to become brand loyal
• Young consumers see their vehicles as a self-reflection

• Most consumers are already thinking about their next car
purchase
Figure 4: Car purchasing timeline, October 2019

• Sedans and SUVs are the most-owned vehicle types
Figure 5: Vehicle type ownership, October 2019

• Truth hurts: consumers aren’t loyal to your auto brand
Figure 6: Post-purchase loyalty, October 2019

• Consumers struggle with the idea of auto brand loyalty
Figure 7: Consideration of auto brand loyalty, October 2019

• Reliability sets the foundation for repeat brand purchases
Figure 8: repeat brand purchase drivers, October 2019

• Familial loyalty still has some mileage
Figure 9: Subaru, Making Memories, May 2017
Figure 10: Personal relationships as repeat purchase drivers,
October 2019
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• Poor vehicle experiences can cost automakers consumer
loyalty
Figure 11: Reasons to purchase from a different brand,
October 2019

• Consumers want to trust that their vehicle will work properly
Figure 12: Reasons to purchase from a different brand,
October 2019

• Consumers have a pretty fractured relationship with auto
brands
Figure 13: Consumer perception of automakers’ concern,
October 2019

• Consumers see their cars as more than just “vehicles”
Figure 14: Liberty Mutual twitter campaign, December 2016
Figure 15: Consumer sentiment toward their personal vehicles,
October 2019

• Consumers are (still) asking for more transparency
Figure 16: Likelihood of preferred brand recommendation,
October 2019

• Female car buyers can see themselves becoming brand
loyal
Figure 17: Female attitudes toward being brand loyal,
October 2019

• Men are more sentimental when it comes to their vehicles
Figure 18: Male sentiments toward personal vehicles, October
2019

• Brand name carries weight among consumers
Figure 19: Attitudinal statements of vehicle brand perceived
value, October 2019

• Consumers would prefer to be brand loyal
Figure 20: attitudes toward repeat brand purchases October
2019

• OEMs need to show how they can grow with Millennials
Figure 21: Lifestyle changes, by generation, October 2019

• Vehicles serve as a form of self-expression
Figure 22: Vehicles as a form of self-expression, by
generation, October 2019

• Understanding young consumer needs will be key to
securing loyalty
Figure 23: Earned loyalty through understanding, by
generation, October 2019

WHAT’S COSTING OEMS LOYALTY

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATING LOYALTY
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• Data sources
• Sales data
• Fan chart forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Direct marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 24: Vehicle types in household, by repurchase
statements, October 2019
Figure 25: Brand loyalty drivers, by parental status, October
2019
Figure 26: Repurchase statements driven by ads, by parental
status, October 2019
Figure 27: Brand hopping likelihood, by parental status,
October 2019
Figure 28: Brand conquesting drivers, by parental status,
October 2019

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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